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ABSTRACT

A new mahod of prediaing thc solar heu gain through
co m p lex fenes trat ion sys tems involving nonspecubr layers

such as shades or bli¡ùs has been exanined in a projed
jointly sponsored by ASHRAE and DOE. In this method, a
scanning radiometer is used to meqaure the bidireaional
radiative transmittance arù refledance of each layer of a
fenestration system. The properties of systerns containing
these layers are then built up computationally from the
measured layer properties using a transmission/multiple-
refledion calculation. The calculation produces the total
d i reaional-hemispherical transmittance of the fenestratíon
rystem and the layer-by-lryer absorptances. These proper-
ties are, in turn, combined with layer-specirtc mcqsurements
of the inward-flowingfraaiorc of absorbed solor en¿rgy to
produce the overall sol.ar heqr gøin coeficient.

This method has been used to determine the solar heat
gain coeficient of a doublc-glazed window with an interíor
w'hite shade. The resulting solar heøt gain coeficíent wqs
compared to a direct measurement of the satne system using
the MoWiTT (Mobile Window Thermal Test) Facility for
measuring window energy perforrnance, and the two results
agreed. This represents the first in a series of planned
t'alidations and applications of the new method.

INTRODUCTTON

Solar heat gain has become an increasingly important
and complex aspect of the continuing effort to make
windows more energy efficient. On one hand, the usual
strategy of reducing summer cooling loads by limiting solar
heat gain has been complicated by the increasing recog-
nition that the use of daylight with proper lighting controls
can produce zubstantial energy savings in commercial
buildings, a strategy that argues for high visible transmit-
tance. Building energy simulation studies (Choi et al. 1984)
show that window management yields both peak and ¡nnuÂl
energy savings and, in fact, assume that some form of
shading for glare control is necessary for any successful
daylighrutilization. On the other hand, recent measurements
(Klems 1989, 1982) show that solar heat gain is an impor-
tant determinant of the winter energy performance of
windows. V/hile sophisticated (i.e., building simulation
model-based) calculations of window performance would
i¡clude the effect of winter solar gain, all too frequently

discussions of winter performance have been based on

simplified calculations that considered only changes in U-
value. The effect of solar gain on winter performance is
particulady important in residences, where a large per-
centage of windows bave some form of shading or privacy
device. Thus, it is not possible to calculate window perfor-
rrrance either in winter or zurnmer without considering solar
gain, and it is necessary to address the issue of solar gain

through windows with nonspecular shading devices (such as

shades, blinds, etc.), which we term "complex fenestration
systems. "

The traditional method of determining complex fenes-

tration system performance is by measurement in a solar
calorimeter, (Parmelee et al. 1948, 1953; Ozisik and

Schutrum 1959; Yellott 1965; Pennington et al. 1964) but
a systematic characterization by this method poses some

daunting problems. Shades, blinds, and drape.s vary widely
i¡ reflectance, transmittance, and color, Moreover, the

optical properties of venetian blinds vary with slat tilt angle.
All of them may be combined with glazings of various
numbers of panes, pane thicknesses, and tints and coatings.

To construct a solar heat gain rating system analogous to
the NFRC U-value method (NFRC 1991), it would be

neÆessary for a m¡nufacturer to determine the performance
of a product line þossibly containing many products that

differ only in color and surface pattern) in combination with
every possible glazing system (as well as every adjustment

configuration for systems such as venetian blinds). To do

this by calorimeter, measurement for each distinct com-
bination wbuld require a prohibitive amount of testing. On

the other hand, to construct an analytical model of the type

that has sometimes appeared in the literature (Farber et al.

1963) for each specific type of shading device would be a
large research effort, for which many of the essential heat

transfer data ue not currently available.
Therefore, it would be useful to devise a method of

calculating solar heat gain that is intermediate between the

extremes of calorimetric measurement and first-principles
calculation, enabling one to calculate the solar heat gain
through complex fenestration systems from a smaller and

more easily obøined set of measurements. We have been

developing and validating such a method in a research
project sponsoredjointly by ASHRAE and the U.S. Depa4-
ment of Energy. In this paper we sum¡narize this work and

present preliminary data on the method's feasibility.

Joseph H. Clems is a st¿ff scientist and Jeff H. VY¡rner is a senior research associatc in the Building Technologies Program, Energy
and Environment Division, Lawrence Berkeley l^aboratory, Berkeley, CA.
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A NEV METHOD FOR
CALCI,'LI\TING SOL/\R ITEAT GAIlf

li/e begin by examining the usual expression for the

solar heat gain coefficient, F, of a fenestration system'

F=r*NÊ, (1)

where z and a are the transmittance and absorptance'

fene.stration consists of M layers denoted by i, then we can

getenlizn Equation 1 to make it valid for any fenestration

system:
M

F(d,ó) = TÍn(o,ö) * \ N¡A¡i (0,Ó), (2)

i= I

other heat transfer variables, but not on the short-Wave-

length properties of the system, such as color or reflect-

ance,

This observation suggests a simpliñcatioo.Tm could be

determined by an optical measurement uslng a large

integrating sphere, a much simpler and more rapid measure-

-"ot th- a calorimetric meåsurement. A measurement of

N, would necessarily be a calorimetric measurement, but it
cóuld be made once for a particular geometry of fenestra-

manufacturer wishing to characterize a product line of 25

different colors and patterns in combination with N possible

glazing systems would need to make 25 x N x N optical

transmittance and absorptance measurements on the systems

rather than the same number of more lengthy calorimetric

measuremeDts.
rùy'e have carried the simplification one step further by

considering how the directional-bemispherical transmittance

would be

$r. Ar, ' S, = I $r(r2)Â2r(x,x,)$r @)br, (3)

included below.
I¡ order to make this description mathematically

tractable and useful, two simplifications are desirable' First'

we are interested in the total amount of transmitted radia-

tion and its angular distribution but not in its deøiled spatial

distribution acioss the fenestration system (i'e', in the plane

of the fenestration layers); we also do not attempt to treat

edge effects. \ilhile shading devices such as blinds and

(0',ç)')

S,(x, )
(0o '0o)

3r(xz)z\r¡ (X2, xr
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drapes are spatially nonuniform' we may average over

,p"ii"l regions that are large compared to the dimension

Jharacteristic of their nonuniformity (e'g', weave spacing

or slat width) and treat the resulting average as a spatially

uniform layer. This will still giveus the quantity of interest'

the total tiansmitønce, and we can then drop the overall

spatial dependence in Equation 3. This means that we can

irift fto- the Point representation of Equation 3 to a

representation depending only on angles' Second, by

considering all measurements to be made on a hnite grid of

angles, alt of t¡e integrals in the problem may be approxi-

.lt"a Uy the multiplication of finite-dimensional matrices'

rilith the.se simplifications, the total front transmittance'

including interreflections, of the two-layer system in Figure

I may be written as

TJ = Tz'(1 - /\zr'Rl'l\12'R2)-''Ì'rr'Tr' (4)

where each of tbe quantities in the equation is a finite-

dimensionalmatrix.Theelementsofthematrixl¡are-tb_e
biconic¿l (front) t¡ansmitüances of layer 1' and those of R1

are the biconical (back) reflectances' The m¡trix Â 21 (note

ä" ot¿"ti"g of the indicas) is a diagonal matrix represen-

iJg-tn" prãpagation of radiation from layer 1 to layer 2:

essentialiy, it converts outgoing radiance (at a particular

angle) to incoming irradiance (at the same angle)' The

suferscript "-1" indicate's the inverse m¡trix' ìüfe note

tUat the inverse matrix indicated i¡ the equation (the

quantity in parentheses) represents the summ¡tion of an

infrnite series of multiple reflections þtween layers 1 and

2. The layer transmittance and reflectance matrices' for

example, T, and R¡, are constructed by dividing the incom-

incoming and outgoing angle hemispheres into ¡ ñnite

number óf pi""o, esch charactenztÀby its central direction

angle.s (0,d). Thase pieces are then numbered in a predeter-

-i"ø l""y and ordered to form a (column) vector of

incoming angles (d'Q), and a (row) vector of outgoing

anglas (ã,6),. Ao d"ú"ot T,, of the layer traosmittance

-"t¡* then'gives the biconical transmittånce from the

incoming *gut"t element (0,{} into the outgoing angular

etementlO,6l. The diagonal pr<í¡ragation matrix matches up

incoming anå outgoing directions, and, for consecutive

layers, tf,e normal rules of matrix multiplication ensure that

the product of transmittance's will contain a sum over all the

intermediate rays at various angles' Each layer may thus

have arbitrary optical properties, subject only to the

assumptions listed above: the properties may be treated as

spatialìy averaged quantities, and angular variations are

aãequ"iely represented by the finiæ angular grid chosen'

Mosì fenestraiion sysæms of practical interest should satisfy

these assumptions. rJy'e note in this treatment that a specular

layer appears as a diagonal matrix' We also note that the

use of ràtrix multiplication and the chosen identification of

incoming and outgoing radiation with rows and columns

enforc"s-a particular oia"tiog of the elements in Equation

requires

. measurement of the bidirectional (or biconical) trans-

mittances and reflectances of the nonspecular device'

o knowledge of the solar-optical properties of the other

layers of the system (e.g., glass properties),

. calorimetric measurement of the layer's inward-flowing

using Equation 2.

speed and economy.

II
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MEASUREùTENT OF BICONICAL
OPT¡CAL PROPERTTES

It was first necessary to develop an apparatus capable

of measuring the biconical transmittånce and reflectance of
a sample of dimensions large enough to provide a reâson-

able average over periodic device features such as blind
slats. Ideally, one would have liked to use a sample on the

order of a full window size, I m2' Unforh¡nately, this

would have made the apparatus prohibitively large and

expensive. V/e settled for a design sample size of 10 in. x
10 in. and ended with a usable sample size of 7 '5 ß. x 7.5

ln.
We constructed a large, automated scanning radiome-

ter, showu in Figuras 2 and 3. In this apparatus, a calibrat-

ed detector meåsures the outgoing radiation at a large

(r-)
+9ff

to source

+90o

Figure 2

G

detcctor

Schematic diagrarn of the scanning ra.diome'

ter. The apparotus consists of a fued light
source arú a satnple mounted on a plane that

rotates about afixed vertical axis relative to

the source to produce an incident angle,0.
The sarnple also rotates about an axis perpen-

dicular lo this plnne to produce an incident

azimuth anglc, $. The deteaor is mounted on

a semicircular arm lhat rotates through the

outgoing azimuth angle, 7, about a vertical
axis through the center of the sarnple. The

detector moves uP and down over this semicir-

cular arm to vary the probe altitude angle, p,

producing an angular coversge over the entire
outgoing hemisphere relative to the snmple.

Fígure 3 Photograph of the scanning radiometer. The

detector arm is shown in the hemisphere

toword the light source, measuring bidirec-
tional reflzctance.

number of angular positions distributed over either the front

or rear outgoing hemisphere, and this measurement is

repeated for all combinations of incident angles tbat it is

necessary to sample, depending on the inherent symmetry

of the layer under test. Biconical transmittance and reflect-

ance are determined from these measurements and the

measured incident irradiance. Both radiometric (350-2200

nm) and photometric data are recorded simultaneously.

Tbe detector optical system is shown in Figure 4.

Radiation within a narrow angular cone around the detector

axis is focused on the entrance port of an integrating sphere

that contains the detector elements. The collection system

is characterized by high demagnification and high angular

dispersion. Light collection is insensitive to position within
the sample plane until the cone of angular acceptance

originating at a point in the sample plane begins to clip tbe

edge of the colle¡tion mirror' It is this effect that limits the

size of the usable sample.

The apparatus was first calibrated with open-sample-

port transnrission measurements and later using s 7 .5 in.z

lambertian reflector of known (approximately 98%) hemi-
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Scanning radiometer deteaor optical colleAion system. Light parall¿l to the axis of the dercaion system

is colleaed by an of-axis parabolic minor andfocused onto the entrance port of an integrating sphere

containing both radiometric arú photometric sensors. Radiometic and photometric data sre recorded

simultaneously. This scheme provides wavelength-indeperúent collection of radiation from a hrge
samplz area, combined with a sharp angular selectivity. Wavelength sensitivity is determined by thc

reflectance charqcteristics of the integrating sphere interior coating and is goodfrom 35O to 2200 nm.
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Center 
I

Figure 4

spherical reflectance, uniform with wavelength over the

350-2200 nm region. The two calibration procedures agreed

to within l% for moderate angles, and the calibrated-
reflector meåsurements were used to determine the appara-
tus efficiency at large angles. As a first test of the new
solar heat gain calculation method, the cbaracteristics of a
diffusing white shade were meåsured and are shown in
Figure 5.

Fíguw S Scanning radiometer measurements of (a)

reJlectance aú (b) transmittance of ø trøns-
lucent white shade. The deep valley in the

reflectance distribution is an experimental
artifact caused by obstruction of the light
bearn by the deteclor aü its supporting arm
(see Figure 2). Tlie detector geometry prevents

measurements beyond outgoing altitudes of
170.5", and data outside these limits are
disregarded. In addition, the apparent reflec-
tance dips and trarcmittance peal<s at exteme
detector azimutlu are due to still unresolved

experimental dfficulties with surround rellcc-
tance, noise, and colleaion geometry and are
also disregarded.
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MEASURTMENT OF
TI{Ì1IARI'-FLOW ING FRACTION

The inward-flowing fractions N, of the absorbed solar

energy are tbe only inherently calorimetric quantities in tbe

determination of the solar heat gain coefficient. ln principle,

they depend on the temperatures of the layers and their

surroundings, air temperatures, and air motion. In previous

discussions in the literature, they have variously been

treated as consüants (Yellott 1966) or evaluated theoretically

using an idealized heat transfer model (Farber et al. 1963)'

The physical processes that produce the N, are both under-

standable and complex. Solar energy absorbed in a par-

ticular layer of a fenestration system will divide into inward

and outward heat flow in proportion to the ease with which

it can flow in ths two directions under the prevailing

conditions. But this depends on the temperature of the layer

in question, of the adjacent layers, and of the adjacent air;

in addition, the pattern and velocity of adjacent airflow may

have an effect, and all of these may depend on the level of
solar irradiation. For the outer fenestration layer, wind and

exterior air and radiative temperatures would be expected

to be important.
For all of these reasons, the N, were measured under

realistic indoor and outdoor conditions. Evaluating the

extent to which they vary with external weather conditions

was an important part of defrning the method. Cleady, if
the 4 showed a high degree of variability, providing a

represLnbtive set of values for solar heat gain calculations

would be a much more difficult task than if the variability
were low.

We performed these inward-flowing fraction measure-

ments in Reno, NV, using the Mobile Window Thermal

Tast (MoWiTT) facility for measuring window energy

calorimeter accurately meåsures the net heat flow and P is

also known, varying P and measuring the resulting change

in net heat flow gave a direct measurement of Nt' In this

meåsurement, the companion calorimeter with the unheated

layer acted as a control.
Initial investigations using this method for a between-

pane venetian blind e'stablished that the Nt are relatively

insensitive to temperah,rre variations' We first needed to

establish that the temperature rise of the blind due to the

application of the electrical power was not large enough to

ptttutU seriously the behavior of Nr' \r¡/e found that ap-

ptication of an amount of power that gave a measurable

value for NrP rasulted in a change in blind temperature of
a few degrees Celsius, while the night-to-day swing in blind

temperature under summer conditions was much larger, on

the order of 40'C. There was no signif,rcant difference

between day- and nighttime me¿surements of N,. We

concluded from this that (1) the electrical heating method

did not signifrcantly affect the physical situation and (2) the

N, h"d no signiñcant temperature dependence, at least for
the fenestration conf,tguration examined' In fact, in subse-

quent measurements, we have been unable to ñnd evidence

for temperature dependence in any system, a somewhat

surprising phenomenon. The analysis of inward-flowing

fraction data is not yet complete; consequently, this is a

tentative conclusion. Similarly, the N, do not appear to

depend significantly on wind or other weather conditions,

with the possible exception of the exterior layer. Such a

dependence would certainly be expected to be significant for

exterior glaang layers or exterior blinds. Vy'e have not yet

investigated this issue because, as will be seen, the inward-

flowing fraction for exterior glass layers is quite small'

ln practice it proved impossible to set up identical

situations in the two calorimeter chambers for many shading

devices, most notably Venetian blinds. The combination of
irregularities in slat shape and variability in tilt angle made

the' identical' systems démonstrably different' Therefore,

we ultimately used an analytical method that compares each

shading device to itself. The tests were performed by first

running for several days with the layer heating power

turned off, next setting the power to a fixed value for
several days, and frnally running again for several days

with the power off. The data taken were fit with the

following equation:

w(t) = D'lToQ) - \(t)l + B'l"(r) + N¡'P(r),(5)

where D, B, and N, are constants determined by fitting the

data, and the other quantities in the equation are measured

as functions of time in the MoV/iTT. An example of this

fitting procedure is shown in Figure 6.

YALIDATTON OF THE MTTHOD

The MoV/iTT facility also provides a way of directly

checking the results of the solar heat gain factor deter-

mination method. ln Equation 5 (above) the quantity 1"(r) is

the vertical-surface solar intensity incident on the window'

It is directly measured using a pyranomet€r placed on the

vertical surface adjacent to the two calorimeters. The con-

stant B deten¡rined in the fit is, therefore, simply <F>'
Aç, wherc,46 is the glazþd areg of tbe window and (F)
is the effective value of the solar heat gain coefhcient,

which is a solar-intensity-weighted average over the set of
solar incident angles occurring during the test period' The

constant D is obviously also related to the U-value, but in

these summer tests, a number of experimental factors make

its value a poor basis for determining nighttime U-value'

A direct mea.surement of <F) csn be compared to a

calculation of (F) from scanning radiometer and inward-
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Fígure 6 Determinaion of inward-flowing fraaion for
an interior shade. The MoWiTT me*surement

of the appsrent net heat Jlow through the

wi¡tdow (open circles) is ploned with the

calculated curve for the fiued value of Ni
(heavy curve) given by Equation 5. Compari-
son with the satne cqlculation assøming Ni :
O (ight cume) gives a meaaure of the sig-
nificance of the determination. The two curves

coincide beþre the bli¡td was elearically
hea¡ed. The fad that the model of Equation 5
does not accurately fit the meqsured points in
the morning or ncnr the solar intensity peak is
probably related to the assumPtion of 4 con-
stant value ofF.

flowing fraction measurements. ìùy'e have made this compar-

ison for the ñrst device measured with the scanning

radiometer, the translucent white shade of Figure 5. This
shade was mounted on the interior of a wood-framed

window with clear double glazing and me¿sured in a west-

facing orientation. Tbe measured net energy flow through

the window was fit to the equation

w(t)=p.[Ta(r-ô)-4(r-ô)1 * (r) .,to.tr(r-ô) (6)

to determine the constants D, <F>, and ð. (Ihe constant
ô accounts for the finiæ thennal response time of the
calorimeter.) In Figure 7, the data are shown together with
the fitted curve. The resulting value of (F) was 0.36 t
0.04. The plot of /"0) as a function of the solar incident
angle in Figure 8 shows that the incident angle was in the
range 20" to 60o when the solar intensity was greatest. The
intensity-weighted mean solar incident angle calculated from
this plotwas (d) : 46.95o.

RESULTS

The scanning radiometer measurement distributions in
Figure 5 are characteristic of a diffusing material at all but

the extreme outgoing angles, where there are decreases in
the reflectance distribution and apparent peaks in the

transmittance. However, these are experimental artifacts
caused by surround refleætance, noise, and problems with
the collection geometry at extreme angles. These problems

will be resolved ss we refine our experimental procedure.

At present, the evidence of Figure 5 is that the shade is

perfectly difñrsing; if we accept this conclusion, then we

can conclude from the measurement that its transmittance is

0.21 and its reflect¡nce is 0.62.
The inward-flowing fraction measurements for an

interior shade with double glazing are Dot yet completed.

Measurements have been completed for an interior venetian

blind with single and double glaøng and an interior shade

with single glni¡g, results for which are shown in Table l.
It is clear from the table tbat the value of N, for the inner-

most (shading) layer depends on the geometry of the layer.
For a downward+ilted blind, adding another glazing layer

raises the value of N, significantly; an interior shade

appears to have a value of N, greater than that for a

downward-tilted blind but slightly less than that for a closed

blind. From this, we can conclude only that an interior
shade with double glazlmg sbould have 0.68 < N¡ < l, and

we estimated a value of 0.84 t 0.16. For the glass layer
inward-flowing fractions, we used the values for an interior
venetian bli¡d witb double glszi¡g, incorporating the

probable errors in this choice into the uncertainty estimates'
lù/e used the matrix method described above to cal-

culate the directional-hemispherical transmittances of the

system and the directional layer absorptances on a 15' grid

of incident angles. Combining these with the inward-
flowing fractions produced the solar heat gain coeffricient as

a function of incident angle, shown in Figure 9. The
directional-hemi spberical transmittance and layer absorptån-

ces were also linearly interpolated to obtain the values at

< 0 > : 46.95" . These were combined with the estimated

inward-flowing fractions, as indicated in Table 2, !o

produce a value ofthe solar heat gain coeff,rcient, F(<0>)
: 0.33 t 0.04.

DrscusstoN
The value of the effective solar heat gain coefficient

computed using the new method, F(<0>) : 0.33 I 0.04,
is in excellent agreement with the value (F) : 0.36 I
0.04 measured with the MoWiTT. This first treatment of a
relatively well-known system augurs well for the overall
success of the project, which will repeat this comparison for
a number of different shading devices and fenestration

systems. This comparison implicitly assumes the equality of
the intensity-weighted angular average ( F> and the value

of F at the intensity-weighted average angle (d). This
assumption should be valid, since F is a slowly varying
function of 0 over the angles of appreciable solar intensity,
as can be verified by comparing Figures 8 and 9.

The dominant source of error in the scanning radiome-
ter determination of F for the white shade is the uncertainty
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in the estimate of inward-flowing fractions' When these

estimates are replaced by measurements' the overall

"*p"ã-**f 
unårøinty snoulcl improve' making the

comparison between sca¡rnlng radiometer determination and

MoV/iTf messurement e more stringent test'

The transmittance and reflectance of the measured

shade are very similar to the properties of 'translucent light

roller shades" in Tables 27 '26 and 27 '28 of rhe ASHRAE

noøøoo* (ASHRAE 1989), for which the listed shading

"o"fit"i"n, 
ìmplies a solar heat gain coefficient of 0'35 at a

30o incident angle' If we repeat the above calculation

;urniú the tÃsmittance and reflectance used in the

ÀsHnnî table (0.25 and 0.60, respectively)' we obtain a

value of F:0.36 at 30o, indicating that our method is
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Fígure 9 Solar heat gain coeficient as a function of
solar incidàfi 4n8le determined using the

ProPosed method.

CONCLUS¡ON

ìJy'e have dqscribed a new method of determining the

solar heat gain coeffrci sYstems

by calculition from oPtical

properties and generic ies' The

iattår could be comPi ied to a

large number of sYstems.

A method and apparatus for measuring the biconical

solaroptical properties of fenestration layers have been

develoied, as has a method of measuring layer inward-

TÀBLE 1

Measurernents of Layer Inward-Flowing Fractions

of Several Fenestration SYstøns

TABLE 2

Derivation of Solar Heat Gain Coefficient

40 50 60 70 80 90
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the calculation method gives a result in reasonable agree-

ment with the ASHRAE value.

These preliminary results indicate that the method is

viable, and we plan to extend it to a variety of complex

fenestration systems.
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